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How to:
To send and receive encrypted messages you need to create a key pair, which consists of a private and
public key.
To send an encrypted message, you need the recipient’s public key, which is used to encrypt the message
you will send. Your recipient’s will then use their own private key to decrypt that message. Your recipient’s
can send their public key by mail as an attachment file, plain text or they can upload it to a public server
from where you can download it from.

Gpg4win + thunderbird+enigmail - how to

To create a key pair you can use both Kleopatra and GPA, which is included in the Gpg4win software. You
must fill in your name, email and a password when creating a new key pair.

Using Kleopatra

Using GPA

The public key can be exported to uploaded to a public server from both Kleopatra and GPA or be sent
using thunderbird. Here it is shown how to do it in GPA:

To import a public key, you can do it within Thunderbird itself, or you can add it manually to your keymanager program. You can search for keys on different public servers:

You can import the public key by right clicking on the attached file:

To encrypt your messages, you can use the thunderbird plugin Enigmail which is quite simple to use, or you
can your key-manager programs to generate an encrypted message using the recipient's public key.
Using Thunderbird:

Or you can do your encryption inside GPA or Kleopatra. When using the gpa clipboard you will have to copy
and send the encrypted message manually.

When receiving a mail, Thunderbird will automatically decrypt the messages encrypted with your public
because of the addon Enigmail. You can however also decrypt and encrypt the messages inside clipboard
within the GPA program: To encrypt a message click the encrypt button and select the recipient’s public key
and to decrypt a message you can just copy and paste the encrypted message.

Here is what a private key and a public key looks like:

